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Effects of E3B velocity shear and magnetic shear on turbulence
and transport in magnetic confinement devices *
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One of the scientific success stories of fusion research over the past decade is the development of
the E3B shear stabilization model to explain the formation of transport barriers in magnetic
confinement devices. This model was originally developed to explain the transport barrier formed at
the plasma edge in tokamaks after the L~low! to H ~high! transition. This concept has the
universality needed to explain the edge transport barriers seen in limiter and divertor tokamaks,
stellarators, and mirror machines. More recently, this model has been applied to explain the further
confinement improvement from H~high! mode to VH~very high! mode seen in some tokamaks,
where the edge transport barrier becomes wider. Most recently, this paradigm has been applied to
the core transport barriers formed in plasmas with negative or low magnetic shear in the plasma
core. These examples of confinement improvement are of considerable physical interest; it is not
often that a system self-organizes to a higher energy state with reduced turbulence and transport
when an additional source of free energy is applied to it. The transport decrease that is associated
with E3B velocity shear effects also has significant practical consequences for fusion research. The
fundamental physics involved in transport reduction is the effect ofE3B shear on the growth, radial
extent, and phase correlation of turbulent eddies in the plasma. The same fundamental transport
reduction process can be operational in various portions of the plasma because there are a number
of ways to change the radial electric fieldEr . An important theme in this area is the synergistic
effect ofE3B velocity shear and magnetic shear. Although theE3B velocity shear appears to have
an effect on broader classes of microturbulence, magnetic shear can mitigate some potentially
harmful effects ofE3B velocity shear and facilitate turbulence stabilization. Considerable
experimental work has been done to test this picture ofE3B velocity shear effects on turbulence;
the experimental results are generally consistent with the basic theoretical models. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~97!93605-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the scientific success stories of fusion resea
over the past decade is the development of theE3B velocity
shear model to explain the formation of transport barriers
magnetic confinement devices. This model was origina
developed to explain the transport barrier formed at
plasma edge in tokamaks after the L~low! to H ~high! tran-
sition. As has been discussed previously,1 this concept has
the universality needed to explain the edge transport bar
seen in limiter and divertor tokamaks, stellarators, and mi
machines. More recently, this model has been applied to
plain the further confinement improvement from H~high!
mode to VH ~very high! mode seen in some tokamaks,2–4

where the edge transport barrier becomes wider. Most
cently, this paradigm has been applied to the core trans
barriers formed in plasmas with negative or low magne
shear in the plasma core.1,5–8

These examples of confinement improvement are of c
siderable physical interest; it is not often that a system s
organizes to a higher energy state with reduced turbule

*Paper 3RV, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.41, 1418~1996!.
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and transport when an additional source of free energ
applied to it. In addition to its intrinsic physics interest, th
transport decrease that is associated withE3B velocity
shear effects has significant practical consequences for
sion research. For example, the best fusion performanc
date in the DIII-D9 and JT-60U10 tokamaks has been ob
tained under conditions where transport reduction throu
E3B velocity shear decorrelation of turbulence is almo
certainly taking place.11,12 The performance of these dis
charges represents a revolutionary step forward in the con
of plasma turbulence and transport. In the DIII-D case,
example, the ion thermal transport is at the minimum le
set by interparticle collisions over the whole discharge.11 In
other words, at least in the ion channel, it appears t
anomalous transport is much smaller than collision-indu
transport.

The fundamental physics involved in transport reduct
is the effect ofE3B velocity shear on the growth of an
radial extent of turbulent eddies in the plasma. Both non
ear decorrelation13–17 and linear stabilization18–23 effects
have been considered. The basic nonlinear effect is the
duction in radial transport owing to a decrease in the rad
correlation length and the change in the phase between
1499/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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sity, temperature, and potential fluctuations. There are a m
titude of linear effects specific to various modes; howev
one general feature of linear stabilization is coupling to m
stable modes caused by theE3B velocity shear.

The same fundamental transport reduction process
be operational in various portions of the plasma beca
there are a number ways to change the radial electric fi
Er . The radial force balance equation

Er5~Zieni !
21
“Pi2vu iBf1vf iBu , ~1!

indicates that there is a connection betweenEr and the cross
field heat and particle transport (“Pi), cross field angular
momentum transport (vw i), and poloidal flow (vu i). Since
shearedE3B flow also affects turbulence and transpo
there are several feedback loops wherebyEr and its shear
can change, allowing the plasma access to different confi
ment regimes. For example, bothvu i and“Pi are important
in the H-mode edge1 while vw i appears to play the major rol
in the VH mode.2–4 Both vw i ~Ref. 6! and “Pi ~Ref. 7!
appear to play a role in the core transport barriers. This m
tiplicity of feedback loops ultimately provides a number
possibilities for active control of transport. Neutral beam
jection, for example, has been used to altervw i ~Refs. 2–7!
while ion Bernstein wave input may have produced effe
consistent with a change invu i .

24

One of the important themes in this area is the syner
tic effects ofE3B velocity shear and magnetic shear. A
though theE3B velocity shear appears to have an effect
broader classes of microturbulence, magnetic shear can
gate some potentially harmful effects ofE3B velocity shear
and facilitate turbulence stabilization. For example, there
many similarities in velocity shear effects in magnetiz
1500 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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plasmas and neutral fluids;25 however, in neutral fluids, the
increased turbulent drive owing to the free energy provid
by the velocity shear usually overcomes the stabilizing
fects of reduced radial correlation length to drive Kelvin
Helmholtz instabilities. In a plasma with magnetic she
both in the ideal case26 and the resistive case,14 Kelvin–
Helmholtz modes are rendered ineffectual. As a second
ample, in the case of core transport barriers, the magn
shear effects play a role by linearly stabilizing several mo
~e.g., sawteeth and ideal ballooning modes! while reducing
the growth rates of others,11,27,28thus allowing the core gra
dients to steepen. A transport bifurcation, similar to tho
previously discussed,29,30 results and the core transport ba
rier forms.27–30

Considerable experimental work has been done to
this picture ofE3B velocity shear effects on turbulence. A
will be discussed in detail in this paper, the experimen
results are consistent with the basic theoretical models.
E3B velocity shear model has the universality needed
explain:~1! H-mode edge confinement improvement seen
limiter and divertor tokamaks, stellarators, torsatrons, a
mirror machines produced with a variety of heating a
plasma biasing schemes;~2! the confinement improvement i
the outer-half of the plasma seen in VH-mode and high
ternal inductance discharges31 and ~3! the formation of core
transport barriers in a number of tokamaks. In addition, th
is both qualitative and quantitative agreement betwe
theory and the experimental results. Finally, in the last s
eral years, there have been several rigorous tests of caus
the experimental results are consistent withE3B velocity
done in a
em.
rrelation is
the twisting
FIG. 1. Results of a simple model of turbulence which treats density as a passive scalar, convected by the eddy velocity field. The calculation is
cylindrical (r ,u) geometry. In~a! there is no shear in the average velocity while in~b! an average velocity with a linear gradient is imposed on the syst
The sheared average flow distorts the turbulent eddies and leads to decorrelation between the density and velocity perturbations. This deco
manifested in the sheared case in the difference in the angle that the major axes of the density and velocity ellipses make with each other and by
in the density ellipses as one moves away from the density maximum or minimum.
K. H. Burrell
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FIG. 2. The radial particle fluxn Vr for the model shown in Fig. 1. The~a! and~b! plots are for no shear in the average velocity while~c! and~d! are for the
sheared case. The~b! and~d! plots are color coded contours of the radial flux in the~r ,u! plane while the~a! and~c! plots are the radial flux averaged ove
the theta coordinate. The distortion of the eddies in~d! compared to~b! shows the effect of velocity shear on the radial flux. In addition, at points away f
the maximum, the radial flux decreases strongly in the sheared case. The net radial flux@the integral under the curves in~a! and ~c!# decreases significantly
owing to the velocity shear.
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shear causing the reduction in turbulence and transpo
both the plasma edge and the core.

The goal of this paper is to give a summary of the th
oretical picture ofE3B velocity shear decorrelation an
suppression of turbulence and then to review experime
results which provide tests of this model. The theory is
viewed in Sec. II while the experimental results are cons
ered in the remaining sections.

II. THEORY

A. Basic theoretical model

There are two themes which wind through the theory
E3B velocity shear effects on turbulence. The first is~non-
linear! decorrelation of turbulence, leading to a reduction
transport13–17 even though the underlying turbulence is n
completely suppressed. The second is~linear! stabilization of
modes leading to transport reduction through complete
bilization. Examples of the latter effect are given in Re
18–23.

An illustration of turbulence decorrelation is given
Figs. 1 and 2. In this simple model,32 density is treated as
passive scalar, affected by the velocity field of turbulent
dies. As is illustrated in Fig. 1, with no velocity shear, t
eddies coupled with a linear background density profile p
duce hills and valleys in the density spatial distribution. As
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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shown in Fig. 2, the correlation between the density a
velocity perturbations then leads to radial transport. Whe
shear in the average velocity is added to the problem,
eddies are distorted and, as is shown in Fig. 2, radial tra
port is reduced. This reduction is due both to changes in
phase relationship between the density and velocity per
bations and to decreases in the amplitude of the turbu
fluctuations.

The simple model shown in Figs. 1 and 2 is highly id
alized. However, it retains the important features first d
cussed in the analytic models14 and that are also seen i
much more elaborate numerical calculations.22,33–35The abil-
ity of E3B velocity shear to affect even nonlinearly sat
rated turbulence is important in the overall picture, since
provides a mechanism whereby the plasma can start
highly turbulent, poor confinement state and move to an
proved confinement state with reduced turbulence.

The linear stability effects ofE3B velocity shear are
more difficult to discuss in general, since much of the ph
ics is mode specific.18–23 However, there is one general e
fect that appears to persist across a number of diffe
modes. The presence ofE3B velocity shear results in en
hanced damping by coupling the unstable modes to ot
nearby, stable modes, thus improving the overall stability
the system. Often, this coupling leads to increased Lan
damping of the modes.20,22Magnetic shear is often helpful in
1501K. H. Burrell
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this process; however, completeE3B velocity shear stabili-
zation is possible even in the absence of magnetic shea18

B. Frequently asked questions

There are several key questions aboutE3B velocity
shear effects which cause confusion. The first of these c
cerns the central role thatE3B velocity shear is assigned i
the theory. In general, one might think that shear in a
component of any species’ velocity could be significant. T
central role ofE3B velocity shear can be looked at in tw
ways. The formal mathematical answer has been provide
Kim et al.36 through a careful, general toroidal geomet
derivation of the equations governing electrostatic, flute-l
modes. This work clearly shows that, for such modes,
only convective term in the equations is theE3B drift. Ac-
cordingly, theE3B velocity acquires a special place in th
theory. What measurements there are in tokamaks37,38 indi-
cate that fluctuations are indeed flute-like, although th
measurements were made near the plasma edge.

There is another way to understand whyE3B shear is
fundamental. For any particular mode in the plasma, the
tual phase and group velocities of the turbulence can be c
plicated functions of the plasma parameters. However,
particles move with theE3B velocity, regardless of thei
charge or mass. Accordingly, theE3B velocity contributes
to all modes. Consequently, any mode that can be affe
by sheared velocity will be affected by shearedE3B veloc-
ity provided theE3B velocity shear is sufficiently large. In
this sense,E3B velocity shear provides a universal mech
nism for affecting turbulence.

A second confusing point has to do with the differen
between the poloidal rotation of the various ions in t
plasma and theE3B flow velocity. This confusion comes
about partially because the initial theories of velocity sh
effects on the H mode were done in cylindrical geometry14,15

for a plasma with one ion species. For this case, there is l
distinction between the fluid velocity perpendicular toB and
theE3B velocity. In addition, this confusion may partiall
have resulted from the initial H-mode observations
changes in the radial electric fieldEr across the L to H tran-
sition which were based on observations of changes in
poloidal flow of impurity ions.39,40 However this confusion
came about, as is shown in Fig. 3, theE3B drift speed is
very different from the poloidal rotation speed of the ma
ions and the poloidal rotation speed of the most signific
impurity ion.41 The main ion and impurity poloidal rotatio
speeds do not even have the same sign. Furthermore
shear in the three different speeds are also clearly differ
Accordingly, since the theory speaks in terms of shear in
E3B velocity, one really cannot substitute the ion poloid
rotation speed for this.

The final frequently asked question has to do with
velocity shear itself driving turbulence. Although there a
several instances in neutral fluids of velocity shear reduc
transport,25,42–44in neutral fluid dynamics one usually think
of sheared velocity as a source of free energy which
drive turbulence through Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities.45

Fortunately, in a plasma, magnetic shear is capable of
dering Kelvin–Helmholtz modes ineffectual. One can thi
1502 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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of this problem in analogy to other plasma instabilities~e.g.,
ballooning modes or drift waves! as having possibilities for
both ideal and resistive instabilities. For the ideal case,26 the
stability criterion can be stated as (“Er /B),(VA /Ls),
whereB is the magnitude of the magnetic field,VA is the
Alfvén speed, andLs is the magnetic shear length. Th
physical basis for the stabilization is that shear in the m
netic field prevents coupling of the various modes across
velocity gradient so that they are unable to extract ene
from theE3B velocity shear and grow. The steepest gra
ents inEr are observed at the edge of H-mode plasma; ho
ever, even there the“Er /B is insufficient for ideal instabil-
ity for typical parameters. If finite resistivityh is assumed,
then the modes can slip past the magnetic field and
extract energy from the velocity shear. However, the pr
ence ofE3B velocity shear also acts as a decorrelati
mechanism. Accordingly, the criterion for preventing signi
cant Kelvin–Helmholtz instability is14

“Er

Er
,S 1

hDvD
D 1/4~VAky /Lsc!1/2,

whereDvD is the turbulence decorrelation rate andky is the
poloidal wave number of the turbulent mode. Again, th
criterion would be most easily violated at the plasma edge
H mode, where“Er and h are the largest. Using typica
H-mode tokamak edge parameters shows that there is
significant instability.

C. General geometry and decorrelation and
stabilization criteria

Early theory onE3B shear stabilization of turbulenc
was done in cylindrical geometry.14,15 Recently, in order to
deal with the true geometry of tokamaks, the two-po

FIG. 3. The poloidal rotation speed of the main plasma ion (He12), the
most significant impurity ion (C16), and theE3B drift speed in the edge of
a H-mode plasma in DIII-D showing the significant difference in the thr
speeds. Data are from Ref. 41. Plasma conditions are 1.0 MA plasma
rent, 2.0 T toroidal field, 6.7 MW injected deuterium neutral beam pow
and 2.231019 m23 line averaged density. Discharge is a single-null diver
with the“B drift towards the X-point.
K. H. Burrell
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analysis has been extended to general tokamak flux sur
geometry,46 yielding an expression for theE3B shearing
rate for flute-like modes

vE3B5
Dc0

Df S ]

]c D Er

RBu
, ~2!

whereLr5Dc0 /RBu is the radial correlation length,RDw is
the toroidal correlation length of the ambient turbulence,R is
the major radius, andBu is the poloidal magnetic field. Fo
flute-like modes, the poloidal correlation length isLu

5RBuDf/Bf while the correlation length perpendicular
the field line but in the flux surface isL'5RBuDf/B; here,
Bf is the toroidal magnetic field andB is the magnitude of
the magnetic field. In many cases, measurements ofLr and
L' are not available. Motivated by numerical simulatio
which showL'>Lr ,

33,47,48 the assumptionL'5Lr can be
used to reduce Eq.~2! to

vE3B5
~RBu!2

B S ]

]c D Er

RBu
. ~3!

There is also experimental evidence thatL' and Lr are
nearly equal.49 The E3B shearing rate actually enters in
the various theories quadratically;14,46 accordingly, the sign
of vE3B is irrelevant. Indeed, H-mode edge barriers ha
been seen with both signs ofEr and its derivative.1

The functional forms in Eqs.~2! and ~3! have several
interesting features. The combinationEr /RBu in the formula
shows that both electric field and magnetic field shear
contributing to the final result. Second, under the usual n
classical assumptions,Er /RBu is constant on a flux surfac
because the lowest order electrostatic potential is a flux fu
tion. However, since (RBu)

2/B varies on a flux surface, s
doesvE3B . Third,Er /RBu is the toroidal angular speed du
to the equilibrium flow driven byEr in standard neoclassica
theory. This suggests, and the basic equations confirm,46 that
the basic shearing is in the toroidal direction for flute-li
modes in toroidal geometry. Finally, the form in Eq.~3!
agrees with the results of previous, large aspect r
derivations18,50,51 in that limit, although some diamagnet
drift terms must be neglected to produce exact agreem
with Refs. 18 and 50.

As is illustrated in Fig. 4, the differences between t
shear inEr /B and in Er /RBu has great practical signifi
cance. As is shown there,Er has a local maximum aroun
r50.5 in this particular plasma, indicating that the shear
Er /B would vanish near that point.Er /RBu , on the other
hand, has its maximum on the magnetic axis and has a
nificant derivative throughout the plasma, as is illustrated
the plot ofvE3B . Indeed, this particular plasma shows co
finement improvement across the whole minor radius.6

For E3B shear decorrelation of turbulence,vE3B must
be comparable toDvD , the nonlinear turbulence decorrel
tion rate in the absence ofE3B shear.14,46 Although DvD

can be calculated for some cases,22,35it is not routinely avail-
able for comparison with experiment. Recent nonlinear gy
Landau fluid simulations have also shown complete tur
lence stabilization whenvE3B is comparable togMAX , the
maximum linear growth rate of all the unstable modes in
plasma.18,33 This rule vE3B5gMAX has thus been used i
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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several comparisons between theory and experiment6,7 and
will be used later in this paper. It should be noted, howev
that even the original numerical calculations on which t
rule is based18 showed up to factors of 2.5 deviation from
this rule for turbulence stabilization. In other words, in som
cases it took anvE3B a factor of 2 smaller thangMAX for
complete stabilization while in other casesvE3B had to ex-
ceedgMAX by a factor of 2.5. Accordingly, this rule can onl
be taken as a rough rule of thumb. Equation~3! shows that
vE3B is not constant on a magnetic surface. According
there is a question of where to make the comparisons
tweenvE3B andgMAX . The stability codes used to evalua
gMAX ~Refs. 52–55! typically find the fastest growing mode
along the low toroidal field side of a given flux surface. T
vE3B quoted in comparisons in this paper, unless otherw
noted, is evaluated at that point on the flux surfaces.

Finally, in comparingvE3B to DvD or gMAX , we end
up confronting the relative roles of a large number of plas
parameters. For example, for trapped electron modes an
ion temperature gradient driven modes,gMAX depends at
least on magnetic shear, ion to electron temperature r
Ti /Te , impurity concentration in the plasma, and the Shaf
nov shift of the magnetic axis. Accordingly, in a given sit
ation, all of these can influence how muchE3B velocity
shear is needed to affect the turbulence. In that sense,
quantity which significantly affects theDvD or gMAX can be
important in the physics. On the other hand, there is e
dence, presented in Sec. IV, that it is theE3B velocity shear
that is the important feature in producing the reduced tra

FIG. 4. Plot of radial electric fieldEr , toroidal angular speedEr /RBu , and
theE3B shearing rate defined in Eq.~3! as a function of flux surface labe
r for a high performance, deuterium VH-mode plasma in DIII-D. Here,r is
proportional to the square root of the toroidal flux inside a given flux s
face. Although the derivative ofEr vanishes nearr50.5, theE3B shearing
rate is appreciable across the whole plasma. Plasma conditions are 1.2
plasma current, 1.6 T toroidal field, 9.8 MW injected deuterium neu
beam power, and 4.731019 m23 line averaged density. Discharge is
double-null divertor.
1503K. H. Burrell
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port, since there are many cases wheregMAX is observed to
increase in the region where transport and fluctuations
reduced.

D. Curvature effects

Much of the theoretical work onE3B shear stabiliza-
tion effects only considers the effect of the first derivative
theE3B velocity. However, as has been considered by s
eral authors20,23,56–58stabilization effects due to a nonze
second derivative~curvature! of the E3B velocity are also
possible. Unlike the first derivative case, the stabilizat
effects of curvature depend on the sign of the curvatu
Furthermore, whether a given sign is stabilizing or desta
lizing is mode specific. For example, calculations for i
temperature gradient~ITG!20,23 and dissipative trapped elec
tron modes~DTE! indicate that positiveEr curvature~an
Er well! is stabilizing for ITG modes and destabilizing fo
DTE modes. PositiveEr curvature is destabilizing for elec
tron drift waves provided that theEr well is deep
enough.56,57

The nonlinear effects ofEr curvature result in a radia
squeezing or broadening of the turbulent eddies, depen
on the sign of the curvature. Squeezing produces redu
radial correlation lengths and reduced transport, similar t
linear variation in theE3B flow.

III. H-MODE EDGE RESULTS

H-mode edge transport barrier studies provide the larg
body of data for testing theE3B velocity shear theory. The
results show qualitative and quantitative agreement with
theory. In addition, in the last few years, several results h
been produced which are consistent withE3B shear causing
changes in turbulence and transport.

The H mode was first discovered in the Axisymmet
Divertor Experiment~ASDEX! a divertor tokamak,59 but has
now been seen in a wide variety of magnetic confinem
devices. H mode has been obtained in all auxiliary hea
divertor tokamaks that have operated since 1982, in lim
discharges in several tokamaks,60–63 in a current-free
stellarator,64,65 in a heliotron/torsatron,66,67 and in a linear
tandem mirror machine.68,69H mode has also been produce
with a wide variety of techniques: heating with neutral be
injection on many machines, electron cyclotron he
ing,64,65,70,71 ion cyclotron heating,60,72 lower hybrid
heating,73 and Ohmic heating.74–77Furthermore, H mode ha
also been produced by biasing the plasma using an exte
electrode75,78,79 or by biasing the limiter.68,69 Since the ad-
vent of biased H modes,75,78,79H modes produced by heatin
the plasma have been referred to as spontaneous H mo

Because the H-mode confinement improvement app
in many magnetic configurations and has been produced
many means, it is clear that the explanation of the res
requires some mechanism with significant universality.
theory that is specific to a given magnetic configuration o
a specific heating mechanism would not be consistent w
the experimental results. The reduction in turbulence-dri
transport byE3B velocity shear has this universality.
1504 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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There is a set of common features that are seen in
devices which obtain H mode. The first to be identified w
the formation of a transport barrier at the plasma edg80

where the density and temperature gradients steepen afte
transition. The formation of this barrier is associated with
drop in theDa radiation all around the plasma, indicating
significant decrease in the particle outflux. In addition, la
work showed that the density fluctuation amplitude decrea
in the region where the transport barrier forms.81–83Finally,
at the same time as the formation of the transport barrier
the reduction in fluctuations, a steep gradient region deve
in Er at the plasma edge.39,40These features have been se
in all tokamak discharges where diagnostics capabilities
low it84,85and have also been seen in the stellarator86–88and
mirror results.68,69 This spatial and temporal correlation b
tween increasedE3B shear, turbulence reduction, and tran
port reduction demonstrates qualitative consistency betw
the theory ofE3B velocity shear stabilization of turbulenc
and the experimental results.

Theory predicts that radial, fluctuation-driven transp
should be reduced if theE3B shearing rate is large enough
Langmuir probe measurements in the plasma edge in s
taneous H modes89,90 and biased H mode91,92 in tokamaks
and in the Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator88 show large de-
creases in the fluctuation-driven particle flux, consistent w
the theoretical expectation.

The functional form in Eq.~3! predicts thatvE3B is not
constant on a flux surface, being significantly larger on
low toroidal field side of the flux surface. Accordingly, on
might expect significant poloidal variation in the effect
E3B shear on turbulent fluctuations. Experimental measu
ments at the inner and outer midplane of the edge plasm
H mode have indeed shown such differences,84,93 which are
qualitatively consistent with the factor of 6 variation
vE3B between the two sides of the flux surface seen in
experiments.

In addition to qualitative agreement, there is quantitat
agreement between theE3B velocity shear stabilization
theory and L to H transition experiments. ThevE3B values
from Eq. ~2! have been compared with the measured tur
lence decorrelation rates in several devices.84,89,93–95The re-
sults show thatvE3B increases significantly as the plasm
goes from L mode to H mode andvE3B significantly ex-
ceedsDvD in the H mode.vE3B significantly exceeding
DvD has also been seen in the Ohmic shear layer in the e
of the Texas Experimental Tokamak~TEXT!37 where turbu-
lence and transport are reduced. An example of such a c
parison is given in Fig. 5. For this comparison, the rad
correlation length and intrinsic turbulence decorrelation ti
is obtained from phase contrast imaging96 while the estimate
of the poloidal correlation length is derived from far infrare
scattering.97 As can be seen in Fig. 5, theE3B shearing rate
is comparable to the intrinsic turbulence decorrelation rate
the L mode but is much larger than it in the H mode. This
what the theory would predict.14,46

A key prediction of theE3B velocity shear theory is the
prediction thatE3B velocity shear causes the reduction
turbulence and transport. Causality can be quite difficult
pin down in spontaneous H modes, since theEr shear also
K. H. Burrell
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participates in a number of feedback loops in which chan
in transport lead to changes inEr . One way to test causality
for the spontaneous H-mode transition is to look for ca
where theEr evolves significantly prior to the L to H tran
sition. Over the past two years, the DIII-D group has pu
lished several papers showing that theE3B shear changes
prior to changes in the turbulence and transport.90,98–100This
observation is consistent with causality.

Another way to approach the causality question is
look at H modes produced by biasing the plasma.75,78,79,91,92

In these cases, the experimenter controlsEr and causality is
easier to determine, since theEr can be varied at will. The
existence of a biased H mode itself is a strong argument
E3B shear causing turbulence reduction and transport
provement, since it is theE3B shear that the experimente
is changing. A recent experiment on TEXTOR~Tokamak
Experiment for Technology Oriented Research!101 has pro-
duced some very clear evidence thatE3B shear influences
transport. In this experiment, the electrode bias is increa
slowly over a period of 2 s. The typical radial current bifu
cation of the biased H mode occurs after about 1 s. Howe
even prior to this, there is clear evidence that the den
gradient in the plasma edge has local maxima where
radial derivative ofEr is maximum. These density gradie
maxima become higher after the radial current bifurcati
since theEr gradient increases further at that time. The fa
that these maxima are seen even prior to the radial cur
bifurcation shows that it is theEr change, not the curren
bifurcation itself, which leads to reduced transport. Chan
in the fluctuation level95,102,103and in the radial correlation o
turbulence95 have also been seen during direct biasing of
scrape-off layer in a tokamak95 and during direct biasing o
the main plasma in a mirror machine.102,103All of these re-
sults are consistent withE3B velocity shear causing
changes in turbulence.

FIG. 5. Comparison of L-mode and H-mode edge profiles in DIII-D near
time of the L to H transition. The L-mode time is about 25 ms prior to t
start of the dithering transition while the H-mode time is 50 ms later in
quiescent H-mode phase. In~a!, theEr profiles are shown; notice the cha
acteristicEr well at the plasma edge in H mode. In~b! theE3B shearing
rate from Eq.~2! is compared to the intrinsic turbulence decorrelation ra
Because of the need to use several phase contrast chords to obtain the
correlation length, the value is plotted as the average value over the re
sampled. Plasma conditions are 1.5 MA plasma current, 2.2 T toroidal fi
8.6 MW injected deuterium neutral beam power, and 3.631019 m23 line
averaged density. Plasma is a double-null divertor operated in deuteriu
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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IV. E3B VELOCITY SHEAR EFFECTS IN THE
PLASMA CORE

In addition to evidence ofE3B velocity shear effects in
the edge of H-mode plasmas, there is also evidence that t
effects are active in the core plasma in tokamaks. There
data here both from discharges in which theE3B shear
effects appear to grow in from the H-mode edge and in o
ers in which the transport improves first near the magn
axis. Most important, the evidence from the plasma core
also consistent with theE3B shear causing changes in tu
bulence and transport.

A. VH-mode and high l i discharges

The VH mode, an improved confinement H mode, h
been identified on both DIII-D2,104–107and the Joint Euro-
pean Torus~JET!.2,108,109A key feature of the VH mode is
the penetration of the H-mode edge transport barrier dee
into the plasma. Although a magnetic configuration givi
second stable ballooning access at the plasma edge facili
formation of the VH mode,2,108 it is clear from the experi-
mental results that the region of improved confinement
much wider than the second stable region.106,107 Indeed, in
DIII-D, 106,107 the width of the second stable region chang
little between the L mode, H mode, and VH mode. T
wider transport barrier in the VH mode occurs naturally
high power once the local bifurcation condition is satisfied30

Initial work on the VH mode on DIII-D106,107,110estab-
lished a spatial and temporal correlation between the cha
in the E3B velocity shear and the change in local therm
transport. The region where the local thermal diffusiv
changes most is betweenr50.6 and 0.9, which is the sam
region where theE3B velocity shear changes the most. Th
is also the region where density fluctuations, measured
FIR ~far infrared! scattering,111,112change the most. Further
more, there is evidence110 that the change in theE3B ve-
locity begins 20–40 ms prior to the first change in therm
transport.

e

e

.
dial
on
d,

.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the change in theE3B shearing rate and the loca
single fluid thermal diffusivity inferred from power balance analysis in sh
with and without magnetic braking. The magnetic braking was used to
rectly alter theE3B shearing rate.~a! VH-mode discharges with plasma
conditions 1.3 MA plasma current, 1.7 T toroidal field, 4.7 MW inject
deuterium neutral beam power, and 5.231019 m23 line averaged density.
~b! Elongation-ramp, highl i discharges with plasma conditions 1.0 M
plasma current, 1.4 T toroidal field, 6.0 MW injected deuterium neu
beam power, and 6.031019 m23 line averaged density. At the times pre
sented, all discharges are double-null divertors operated in deuterium.
1505K. H. Burrell
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The high internal inductance (l i) discharges are create
in DIII-D by starting with a nearly circular cross sectio
discharge and ramping the vertical elongation from 1.3 to
in about 200 ms.31 Since this time is short compared to th
current diffusion time, the current density profile in the elo
gated plasma is transiently very peaked. Energy confinem
improves by a factor of up to 1.8 relative to a discharge w
the constant, higher elongation. A correlation has been s
between the increasedE3B shear and the confinemen
improvement.31

In order to test whether increasedE3B velocity shear is
causing improved confinement in VH-mode and highl i
shots, magnetic braking of the plasma113,114was used to alter
the toroidal plasma rotation and change theE3B velocity
shear without changing the neutral beam input to the plas
This means that the rotation can be changed without cha
ing the other plasma parameters, giving a fairly clean tes
causality. As is illustrated in Fig. 6, the experimen
results3,4,114are clearly consistent with the idea that chang
in theE3B velocity shear cause the changes in local therm
transport. Transport rates increase in the region where
E3B shearing rate decreases, consistent with the theory
addition, the density fluctuation amplitude increases wh
the transport increases.3,112

When using magnetic braking to investigate the effe
of E3B shear on confinement, one must take care that th
are no direct effects of the nonaxisymmetric magnetic p
turbation itself on transport. As has been discus
previously,115 no direct effects are expected. That none oc
is illustrated in Fig. 7. This figure shows that the stored
ergy and, hence, the energy confinement time in L-m
divertor plasmas is essentially unchanged for the range
amplitudes of the magnetic braking used in the VH-mo
experiment.116 No E3B velocity shear effects are expecte

FIG. 7. Plot of the global stored energy in an L-mode plasma in DIII
versus the amplitude of the nonaxisymmetric perturbation used to ch
toroidal rotation. Also shown on the figure is the range of the perturba
used in the VH-mode experiment discussed in Fig. 6. Note that the st
energy in L mode is essentially unchanged over the range of amplit
used, indicating no direct effect of the perturbation on confinement. N
also that the range of values covered on they axis does not include zero
Plasma conditions are 1.8 T toroidal field, 6.9 MW injected deuterium n
tral beam power, and 6.231019 m23 line averaged density. Results are fro
Ref. 116.
1506 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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in an L-mode plasma with this neutral beam input pow
since the toroidal rotation and, hence,Er are small. Any
change in the energy confinement in the L-mode case
within the error bars of the measurement. These are m
smaller than the 30% change in global confinement seen
magnetic braking for the data in Fig. 6.3 Accordingly, both
the arguments presented previously115 and the L-mode data
in Fig. 7 are consistent with no direct effect of the nona
symmetric perturbation on transport.

B. Discharges with central transport barriers

Over the past two years, the routine achievement of
duced transport in the central region of tokamak plasmas
generated enormous excitement in the field. Record fus
performance in DIII-D and JT-60U has been achieved uti
ing these improved confinement discharges.11,12 Although
this routine achievement of improved confinement utiliz
target plasmas with negative central magnetic shear, it
pears that the key physics for the transport reduction is
E3B velocity shear.

ge
n
ed
es
te

-

FIG. 8. Radial profiles for a high performance, negative central shear
charge in JT-60U.~a! Electron densityne measured by Thomson scatterin
Solid curve is obtained by fitting interferometer data~one tangential and two
vertical chords!. ~b! Ti from charge exchange recombination spectrosco
andTe . In theTe profile, closed points are measured by Thomson scatte
and open points are by electron cyclotron emission.~c! q profile from mo-
tional Stark effect measurements. Data are from Ref. 137.
K. H. Burrell
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Initial techniques for creating core transport barrie
were restricted to narrow parameter ranges.117–120Although
it was not realized during the initial experiments,117 a com-
mon feature of these improved core confinement mode
profiles of the magnetic safety factorq with q.1 on axis
and low121 or, in some cases118,119negative central magneti
shear. Routine achievement of core transport barriers
quired developing a means of shaping the current den
profile. This development actually had two parts. First, e
perimentalists had developed the technique of heating
plasma during the initial current ramp122–124or of a subsid-
iary current ramp125 as a technique for slowing current di
fusion and broadening theq profile. Second, improvement
in measurements of the magnetic field line pitch inside
plasma126–129allowed them to rapidly and reliably determin
the q profile so that the response to this technique could
accurately determined. Heating during the initial curre
ramp is the technique used on most machines;5,6,8,130–132off-
axis current drive has also been used to produce133,134 or
sustain the negative central shear.135

As is illustrated in Fig. 8, impressively steep core gra
ents can be produced in these types of discharges. These
to quite low inferred ion thermal diffusivities and partic
diffusivities on most of the machines which have studied t
mode of operation.5–8,130,136–138On the other hand, the steep
est core gradients are also associated with magnetohydr
namic~MHD! stability problems;136,137the best compromise
appears to be shots where the gradient scale lengths are
as locally steep, but where transport is reduced across
whole plasma.11

The model which has evolved to understand these res
in the negative magnetic shear discharges includes syne
tic effects of magnetic shear andE3B velocity shear. The
negative or low magnetic shear allows stabilization of h
n MHD modes ~e.g., ballooning modes!. In addition, the
magnetic configuration withq.1 everywhere stabilizes
sawtooth MHD oscillations. A lack of these instabilities pl
application of additional heat and, possibly, angular mom
tum input allows pressure and toroidal rotation gradients
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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build, thus starting the feedback process discussed with
~1!. A local transport bifurcation can occur based onE3B
shear decorrelation of turbulence as discussed by Stae
and Hinton.29,30 As pointed out by Diamondet al.,27,28 the
local transport bifurcation starts first in the plasma core
cause magnetic shear effects,Ti /Te.1 and the Shafranov
shift all give the lowest threshold~microinstability growth
rate! there. The transport barrier propagates outward into
region of increased microinstability growth rate until the l
cal E3B shearing rate can no longer overcome the insta
ity growth rate. BecauseEr can be influenced by particle
angular momentum, and heat input@see Eq.~1!#, various of
these terms can be active in various machines. In the To
mak Fusion Test Reactor~TFTR!, for example, the pressur
gradient term is dominant andEr,0 in the plasma core139

while the toroidal rotation term is dominant and, as is sho
in Fig. 4,Er.0 in the plasma core in DIII-D.

There are a number of testable predictions which t
theory makes:

~1! Sawteeth and ballooning modes are turned off by thq
value and profile shape.

~2! Negative magnetic shear alone is not sufficient for tra
port barrier formation.

~3! The theory is a local bifurcation theory, accordingl
there should be spatial and temporal correlation betw
increasedE3B shearing rate, transport reduction, a
fluctuation decrease.

~4! vE3B should be comparable togMAX before barrier for-
mation and should increase more thangMAX after forma-
tion.

~5! As can be seen in Eq.~3!, the (RBu)
2/B factor will make

vE3B bigger on the low toroidal field side of a flu
surface, especially in cases with large Shafranov sh
accordingly, turbulence stabilization is easier there a
harder on the high toroidal field side.

~6! Since the theory contains a local transport bifurcat
whenvE3B is big enough, there must be a threshold
the heat, particle, or angular momentum input requi
t
ce
FIG. 9. Plots from two discharges in TFTR showing that theq profile is identical at the time of the RS-ERS transition.~a! Deuterium neutral beam inpu
power,~b! central electron density,~c! density peaking factor all plotted as a function of time,~d! q profile at the time of the transition. The RS plasma tra
is the dashed line. Data are from Ref. 7.
1507K. H. Burrell
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to create the transport barrier. This has four corollar
First, it is the amount of input inside a given flux surfa
which matters, not the total power. Second, since
source has to drive pressure gradients and/or rotation
source strength required must increase at least line
with the local density. Third, the barrier should expa
from the inside out when the source is increased
contract from the outside in when it is decreased. Fou
destruction of theE3B velocity shear by changing th
momentum input should lead to barrier collapse even
constant input power.

~7! Hot ion modes should be favorable for barrier formatio
since many of the key unstable modes in the plasma c
~e.g., collisionless trapped electron modes and ion te
perature gradient modes! are stabilized by increasin
Ti /Te .

Consider first the experimental evidence for the effe
of the q profile. The importance of having discharges wit

FIG. 10. Plots of electron particle diffusivity (De) and ion thermal diffusiv-
ity in the ERS ~solid line! and the RS plasmas of Figs. 9 and 11 at
52.75 s into the two discharges. Data are from Ref. 7.
1508 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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out sawteeth is clear in the case of the highbp mode in
JT-60U;120,121the improved core confinement does not ha
pen in sawtoothing discharges. The negative magnetic s
configuration also removes the limits imposed by ballooni

FIG. 11. ~a! Amplitude of density fluctuations in ERS mode att
52.72–2.78 s in TFTR for the same ERS shot used in Figs. 9 and 10~b!
Comparison of theE3B shearing ratevE3B with the linear growth rate
gMAX for the ERS shot in Figs. 9 and 10.~c! vE3B vs gMAX comparison for
the RS shot in Figs. 9 and 10. Data are from Ref. 7.
nly a
ence
re 1.6 MA
FIG. 12. Plots of theE3B shearing rate and the maximum turbulence growth rate for two times in a negative central magnetic shear shot on DIII-D~87031!.
~a! During the early formation of the transport barrier in the plasma core, theE3B shearing rate equals or exceeds the turbulence growth rate over o
small region in the center of the plasma.~b! During the later, higher input power phase, theE3B shearing rate has increased so that it exceeds the turbul
growth rate over a much wider region. As is indicated on the plot, this is the region over which transport has been reduced. Plasma conditions a
plasma current and 2.1 T toroidal field for both cases. In~a! there is 5.2 MW injected deuterium neutral beam input power and 2.031019 m23 line averaged
density while for~b! the corresponding figures are 9.6 MW and 2.431019 m23. Results are from Ref. 146.
K. H. Burrell
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FIG. 13. Upper plot shows the scattered signal from the DIII-D far infrared scattering system for a shot with a negative central shear core transpo
Lower plot showsvE3B from Eq. ~3! for two different time during this shot. Because of theE3B Doppler shift of the FIR signals, the more negativ
frequency side of the upper plot corresponds to the core plasma region inside the magnetic axis, the more positive frequency side corresponds
region outside the magnetic axis, while the portion near zero frequency is an overlap of the signals from the near the plasma edge and the magnet
that most of the turbulence is quenched near 1600 ms, at the time of the L to H transition, indicating that this portion the signal came from near t
edge. Small, bursting turbulence is left only on the negative frequency side, which corresponds to the portion of the plasma inside the magnetic a
plasma approaches the peak performance phase, this high-field-side turbulence increases first before there is any sign of activity on the low field
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modes, as is shown in DIII-D5 and TFTR130 where the mea-
sured pressure profiles are shown to be in the second s
ballooning mode regime.

Although theq profile plays a role in achieving the cor
confinement improvement, there is considerable evide
that, even with the properq profile, some other factor is
needed to create the confinement improvement. Some o
clearest evidence comes from the comparison of RS~reverse
shear! and ERS~enhanced reverse shear! transition data in
TFTR.7 The transition between the RS~unimproved confine-
ment! and the ERS~improved confinement! states has the
nature of a bifurcation. As is shown in Fig. 9, at the time
the bifurcation, theq profiles in the two discharges are e
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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sentially identical. This indicates that some other factor
needed to explain the transition. The difference is the ti
evolution ofvE3B . Other evidence is also consistent wi
this conclusion. If negative magnetic shear were the o
factor needed for the transport reduction, then all nega
magnetic shear discharges should exhibit improved confi
ment during the current ramp phase when the magnetic s
reversal is even stronger. However, except for some ob
vations of slow confinement improvements during this ph
on DIII-D,140most machines report no confinement improv
ment until the high power phase is reached.130–132

Additional evidence that negative magnetic shear is
the key factor in core transport barrier formation comes fr
1509K. H. Burrell
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highbp mode discharges in JT-60U.
141Core particle and ion

thermal transport barriers can be formed even in discha
with positive magnetic shear,141 although, as mentioned pre
viously, sawtooth-free discharges are required.120,121

Spatial and temporal correlation between increasedE
3B velocity shear, turbulence reduction, and transport
duction has been established on DIII-D6,11,140,142 and
TFTR.7,139,143–145The spatial correlation is illustrated i
Figs. 10 and 11, which shows that the low turbulence le
determined by reflectometry in the core of an ERS discha
exists in the same region where theE3B shearing rate is
increased and the transport decreased over the compa
RS case.

There is also a significant amount of data fro
DIII-D 6,140,142,146and TFTR7,139,143–145showing thatvE3B is
comparable togMAX prior to the formation of the transpor
barrier and significantly exceeds it after formation. An e
ample of the DIII-D data is shown in Fig. 12; some of th
TFTR results are in Fig. 11. An important feature to notice
both Figs. 11 and 12 is that thegMAX values actually increas
in the reduced transport phase over a significant portion
the region where the transport reduction occurs. This is
surprising, since the gradients which drive the turbulen
have increased. However, this increase indicates that
fluctuation and transport reduction are not caused by sta
zation of the turbulence by any of the factors which are
cluded in thegMAX calculation. Accordingly, although othe
factors ~e.g., Ti /Te.1, Shafranov shift, etc.! may help to
reducegMAX initially so that theE3B shearing rate can
exceed the growth rate, they themselves are not sufficien
explain the reduced fluctuations and transport.

The poloidal variation ofvE3B and its correlation with
turbulence are shown in Fig. 13. In this particular shot,
large Shafranov shift gives a variation in the (RBu)

2/B fac-
tor in Eq.~3! of about a factor of 7 between the high and lo
field sides of a given flux surface. This produces the disti
in–out asymmetry invE3B seen in Fig. 13. Also shown in
Fig. 13 is the scattered power from a FIR scattering system97

The distinct in–out asymmetry in the turbulence near the
of the high performance phase in this shot is qualitativ
consistent with the much reducedE3B shearing rate on the
high toroidal field side of the flux surfaces relative to the lo
toroidal field side, as is shown in Fig. 13. Poloidally, the
modes clearly have the largest amplitude in the region wh
vE3B is the smallest.

The power threshold observations are also consis
with the idea ofE3B shear stabilization. In order for th
transport bifurcation process to first start, gradients and r
tion must be big enough to produce the requiredE3B shear.
A power threshold for the formation of the core transp
barrier is seen on most machines.6,120,130 Experiments on
JT-60U147 show that it is the power inside a given flux su
face that is essential for creating the core barrier in the h
bp mode. In the experiment shown in Fig. 14, the power n
the magnetic axis was altered by changing the particular n
tral beams used. In this experiment, the total heating po
was kept fixed. The discharge with the higher on-axis pow
input showed the formation of the transport barrier.

As has been discussed,27,28 one would expect the powe
1510 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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required to form the transport barrier to increase with
plasma density provided that the energy and angular mom
tum confinement times do not increase faster than line
with the density. Since energy and angular momentum c
finement in tokamaks depends, at best, weakly on den
the form for the pressure gradient and rotation contributio
to Er in Eq. ~1! shows thatEr should decrease as 1/ni when
the power and angular momentum input are constant. Th
because the pressure gradient term has 1/ni as a coefficient
and because the rotation speed is proportional to 1/ni at con-
stant angular momentum content. In addition, if increas
density diminishes the local input near the axis, the sa
effect as shown in Fig. 14 could play a role. A power thres
old increasing with plasma density has been seen in the
bp mode in JT-60U.

148,149As is shown in Fig. 15, the thresh
old power for the creation of the core transport barrier
high bp discharges increases faster than linearly with
plasma density. Highbp mode is perhaps one of the be
cases to check the intrinsic density scaling, since it does
require negative magnetic shear for its formation. Acco
ingly, the change in current penetration that occurs wh
higher density lowers the plasma temperature should
play a major role.

FIG. 14. Effect of beam power deposition profile on the internal transp
barrier formation in JT-60U from Ref. 147. As shown in the insets in~b!, the
power deposition profile was changed by changing the particular neu
beams used. Total input power was kept fixed. As is shown in~a!, the shot
with the higher on-axis power exhibited formation of the core transp
barrier.

FIG. 15. Change of power input needed for core transport barrier forma
with plasma line averaged density for JT-60U highbp mode discharges. The
figure is from Ref. 149.
K. H. Burrell
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Barrier expansion and contraction with changing inp
power has been studied in DIII-D. As can be seen in Fig.
the transport barrier expands from the middle outwards w
the power is stepped up. This agrees with the expecta
from theE3B shear stabilization model that the core barr
forms first near the axis and then, as theE3B shear in-
creases, can move out into regions wheregMAX is greater.
The inverse process is seen to happen when the pow
stepped down. As can be seen in Figs. 11 and 12, thE
3B shearing rate is well abovegMAX further into the core,
so it takes a bigger decrease beforevE3B reaches the mar
ginal point. Accordingly, the transport barrier is destroyed
the outer regions first, where the plasma is closer to marg
stability. Transport analysis of this shot140 supports this in-
terpretation of the raw temperature and rotation data sh
in Fig. 16.

Recently, a key test of causality has been performed
TFTR.139,143–145As is illustrated in Fig. 17, this experimen
studied the collapse of the core transport barrier in the lo
power, postlude phase. The beam power was stepped d

FIG. 16. Expansion and contraction of a core transport barrier in DIII-D
to changes in the neutral beam input power.~a! Toroidal rotation of CVI
ions from charge exchange recombination spectroscopy;~b! ion temperature
at the locations shown, and~c! electron temperature from electron cyclotro
emission. The electron temperature measurements are spaced 2.5 cm
in major radius. After the beam power shown in~a! is stepped up, the
centermost ion temperatures and toroidal rotation respond immediately
there is a time delay for the outer locations to manifest the improved c
finement, indicating the time it takes for the transport barrier to expa
Improve confinement is indicated by the change in slope of the curves.
inverse process happens when the power is stepped down; the tempe
and rotation further out in the plasma respond first.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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from the peak 28 MW used to form the barrier to 14 MW
During the 14 MW phase, the angular momentum input
the plasma was changed by changing the fraction of
beam power which came from neutral beams injecting p
allel to ~co! and antiparallel to~counter! the plasma current
This allowed the experimenters to directly change the to
dal rotation. Since theEr in the ERS phase is negative139,145

and since a corotation of the plasma contributes a posi
Er according to Eq.~1!, it was possible to change theE
3B shear in the plasma without changing the total inp
power. Accordingly, it was possible to change theE3B
shear without changing many of the other quantities wh
contribute togMAX , such as the Shafranov shift. As th
beam mix is shifted toward co,vE3B decreases more quickl
and the back transition occurs sooner. In addition, as
shown in Fig. 17, the fluctuations measured
reflectometry143 grow back up at the same time that the de
sity trace indicates that the transport barrier is being
stroyed. Transport analysis139,145 shows that the transpor
rates increase at the same time that the fluctuations re
Accordingly, there is a clear temporal correlation betwe
the decrease invE3B , the increase in the fluctuations, an
the increase in transport. In this case, as in the VH mode
high l i magnetic braking, the experimenters have direc

e

part

ut
n-
.
he
ture

FIG. 17. Plot showing variation of time of back transition in postlude pha
of a set of ERS shots in TFTR:~a! central density versus time for differen
fractions of power from the coinjected neutral beams showing that the b
transition is earlier for greater coinjection.~b! E3B shearing rate and maxi-
mum turbulence growth rate for the same shots; turbulence growth rate
the open symbols; notice that theE3B shearing rate begins to chang
before the density in~a! shows that the transport barrier collapses.~c! Den-
sity fluctuation amplitude from reflectometry showing that the density fl
tuations increase when the transport barrier collapses.
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changed theE3B shearing rate. These results, then, ar
strong test of causality and are consistent withE3B velocity
shear causing the suppression of turbulence and transpo

Comparison of the TFTR and DIII-D results shows ho
theE3B shear stabilization hypothesis can unify the expe
mental results. The toroidal rotation profiles in the TFT
balanced injection cases are very different than those in
DIII-D coinjection cases. Had one tried to explain the co
barrier formation in the two machines through shear in
toroidal rotation speed, the TFTR cases would have b
incomprehensible, since the toroidal rotation is essenti
zero. However, when considered from the standpoint
shearedE3B flow, the results from both machines a
clearly part of the same basic physics.

Finally, there has been no systematic study of the role
the Ti /Te ratio in core transport barrier creation. Most e
periments have worked in the hot ion mode.5–8,130–132,135–149

However, it is possible to create a core transport barrie
cases with almost equalTi andTe .

150

Although a considerable amount of the data on c
transport barriers is consistent with theE3B velocity shear
decorrelation hypothesis, there are still at least two outsta
ing puzzles. First, there is the puzzle of the lack of chang
electron thermal transport in some machines. B
JT-60U137,138and Tore Supra134 see significant reduction in
the electron thermal diffusivity in the core transport barr
region under cases of negative central shear. However,
60U sees no significant change in the electron thermal di
sivity in the highbp mode, which has almost no magnet
shear in the plasma core.115 DIII-D sees modest changes i
electron thermal diffusivity in some cases6 and large change
in others140 while TFTR sees little if any change.130 A naive
model in which one thought of complete turbulence suppr
sion would predict large changes in all cases. However,
experimental results show that turbulence is reduced but
completely suppressed.7,11 This variability in the electron
thermal transport reduction indicates that there is still som
thing to learn aboutE3B velocity shear effects on the elec
tron transport channel.

A second result provides a cautionary note about trus
the vE3B5gMAX stabilization criterion too exactly. As is
shown in Fig. 18, formation of the ERS mode in TFTR c
occur at values ofvE3B as much as a factor of 3 below
gMAX . This range of values is similar to the range seen in
gyro-Landau fluid calculation.18 The fact that there is this
range indicates a need for improved theory in this area.

V. TRANSPORT REDUCTION ACROSS THE WHOLE
PLASMA

Most of the devices discussed in Sec. IV, have achie
particle and ion thermal diffusivities that are at or belo
standard neoclassical values in the plasma core. In addi
H-mode plasmas discussed in Sec. III have significant tra
port reduction in the plasma edge. A key question is whet
the H-mode edge confinement improvement and the c
confinement improvement can be combined to yield redu
transport across the whole plasma radius. Two devices h
achieved results like this. In JT-60U, the highbp H-mode
discharges147–149start out with the highbp mode core trans-
1512 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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port barrier and then acquire an H-mode edge transport
rier later in the shot. In DIII-D controlled manipulation of th
time of the L to H transition yields discharges with ion the
mal diffusivity at the standard neoclassical value across
whole minor radius.11 This is accompanied by significan
reduction in the density fluctuations across the wh
plasma.11,142As is shown in Fig. 19, theE3B shearing rate

FIG. 18. Linear growth rates~circles! andE3B shearing rates~squares! for
various toroidal magnetic fields at the time of formation of the ERS c
transport barrier on TFTR~Ref. 144!. This scan is done at constantq;
hence, plasma current is varying in proportion to toroidal field. At lo
toroidal field, theE3B shearing rate needed to stabilize turbulence is o
about 1/3 of the linear growth rate.

FIG. 19. The ion thermal diffusivity is at or below the standard neoclass
value across the whole minor radius of this discharge:~a! comparison of
E3B shearing rate and linear growth rate showing shearing rate sig
cantly exceeding growth rate across the whole minor radius;~b! comparison
of inferred electron and ion thermal diffusivities with the Chang–Hint
neoclassical value. Results are from Ref. 6.
K. H. Burrell
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significantly exceeds the linear growth rate across the wh
plasma in another DIII-D discharge where the ion therm
diffusivity is at or below standard neoclassical across
whole minor radius.6 Indeed, in these sorts of discharges, t
term transport barrier is a bit of a misnomer, since the tra
port is reduced throughout the plasma and the radial pro
show no sign of a local barrier.

VI. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The results discussed in this paper show that the fus
plasma physics community has made significant stride
the past decade in its ability to control plasma turbulence
reduce turbulent transport. Although we have achieved a
nificant level of theoretical understanding of theE3B veloc-
ity shear decorrelation mechanism, there is still a consid
able amount to do to make that understanding quantita
and predictive.

If one wishes to consider linear stability, the data in F
18 and the initial theoretical results18 indicate a need for
more exact predictions of the actual stabilization conditio
required for theE3B shear to reduce the turbulence a
transport. Theory and experiment show factors of 2–3 de
tion from the simple rule of thumbvE3B5gMAX . A funda-
mental problem here is that inclusion of theE3B shearing
rate directly in the stability codes requires a major reform
lation of the underlying model. However, given the expe
mental success in this area in reducing turbulence and tr
port, a significant effort to improve the theory is appropria

The more fundamental point is that the plasma usu
starts in a highly turbulent state and then, if theE3B shear-
ing rate is large enough, moves towards a state with redu
turbulence and transport. Accordingly, the more fundame
comparison is betweenvE3B andDvD . This means that, in
order to understand the fundamental physics ofE3B shear
stabilization, we really need to understand the parame
dependence ofDvD . Indeed, it is somewhat surprising th
the comparison ofvE3B with gMAX is as good as it is, since
gMAX only contains information on linear stability.

The differing observations of changes in the electr
thermal transport motivate further experimental work to is
late the factors which permit this improvement in some m
chines but not in others. This work would benefit from th
oretical suggestions about which factors are important.

Since we are now seeing ion thermal and particle dif
sivities at or below the standard neoclassical values, i
clear that the neoclassical theory of cross-field transpor
finally relevant to fusion plasmas. In order to understand
cases where transport is apparently below the minimum,
lisional level, there is a clear need to improve the neocla
cal theory. This theory has never been properly derived
the very core of tokamak plasmas, where the size of
banana orbits is bigger than the distance to the magnetic
In addition, density and temperature gradient scale length
H-mode edge barriers and in core transport barriers are c
parable to the poloidal gyroradius. Since the analytical v
sion of the theory was derived under the assumption
poloidal gyroradii were much smaller than the scale leng
we need to improve the derivation of the theory to relax t
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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assumption. Finally, it is possible that orbit squeezing effe
due to the shear inEr ~Refs. 151 and 152! could also be
affecting the transport.

As always, improved comparisons between theory a
experiment require improved plasma diagnostics. For
ample, in the H-mode edge area, some theories of the t
sition ~e.g., fluctuation-driven Reynolds stress153! have still
not been tested some four years after their original sugg
tion, because of a lack of diagnostic capability. There
potential techniques using Langmuir probes in this ar
however, the actual development has yet to start. Ano
example is the need for more direct measurements ofEr ,
both in the plasma edge and the core to see if there are
turbulence effects. The recent realization that the motio
Stark effect measurements126–129are directly sensitive toEr

~Refs. 154 and 155! provides a possible avenue to attack th
problem. Furthermore, the field in general would bene
from techniques to directly measure the fluctuation-driv
heat and particle fluxes in the core of hot plasmas.~The
Langmuir probe techniques employed at the edge are
suitable for the high temperatures in the core.! Finally, the
understanding of turbulence in neutral fluids has advan
greatly with the advent of techniques to directly visualize t
two-dimensional turbulent fluctuations. Since the fusi
plasma community now has direct ways of altering turb
lence, development of such techniques for plasmas co
fuel even greater progress.

Most of the work that has been done to date develop
improved core confinement in tokamaks has been done
techniques that are transient. The field in general need
work on means of producing and controlling theE3B shear
that can be used in steady state situations. A particular n
in this area is to develop techniques which can be used
fusion power plant.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

TheE3B shear decorrelation model has the universa
needed to explain the turbulence reduction and confinem
improvement seen under a number of conditions:~1!
H-mode edge confinement improvement seen in limiter a
divertor tokamaks, stellarators, torsatrons, and mirror m
chines produced with a variety of heating and plasma bias
schemes;~2! the confinement improvement in the outer-ha
of the plasma seen in the VH mode and high internal ind
tance discharges and~3! the formation of core transport bar
riers in a number of tokamaks. In addition, there is sign
cant qualitative agreement between theory and experim
For example, there are spatial and temporal correlations
tween the changes in theE3B velocity shear, turbulence
and transport reduction in both the H-mode edge and in
plasma core. This spatial correlation is even manifested
the poloidal variation ofE3B shear and turbulence seen
Fig. 13. Furthermore, there is quantitative agreement
tween theory and experiment. Both in the H-mode edge
in the plasma core, theE3B shearing rate is large enoug
according to theory to be affecting the turbulence. Fina
there have been a number of tests of causality over the
several years; the results are consistent with theE3B veloc-
ity shear causing the reduction in turbulence and transpor
1513K. H. Burrell
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the H-mode edge, theE3B shear changes prior to th
change in turbulence and transport in spontaneous transi
in DIII-D. Directly altering theE3B shear at the plasm
edge alters turbulence and transport even prior to the ra
current bifurcation in TEXTOR. Directly changing theE
3B shear in the VH-mode and elongation ramp, highl i dis-
charges with magnetic braking changes the turbulence
transport in DIII-D. The postlude ERS experiments in TFT
also demonstrate that direct changes ofEr at otherwise con-
stant plasma parameters change turbulence and transpo

As has been mentioned several times in this paper, th
are synergistic effects betweenE3B velocity shear and
magnetic shear. Equations~2! and ~3! show that both can
play a role in determining the value ofvE3B . In addition,
magnetic shear can stabilize the Kelvin–Helmholtz mo
which might otherwise be driven byE3B velocity shear.
Finally, negative central magnetic shear facilitates the c
transport barrier formation.

Looking over theE3B shear effects on turbulence an
transport in various parts of the plasma, it is clear that
fusion community has entered a new era in plasma confi
ment. We now have the ability to control turbulence a
reduce turbulence-driven transport substantially. In ma
ways, this amounts to a revolution in our ability to confi
energy in a hot, fusion-grade plasma. This achievemen
particularly surprising because many of the techniques u
to provoke the formation of the transport barriers~e.g., extra
heat input! are ones that provide extra free energy to
plasma. In general, the greater the free energy source
worse the turbulence gets. However, in the case of a ma
tized plasma, theE3B velocity shear provides a mechanis
for the plasma to self-organize itself into a state with redu
turbulence and transport. This is a very fundamental resu
fluid dynamics. How this revolution in confinement will u
timately affect fusion as an energy source for the future
mains to be seen.
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